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Introduction
Football, beloved by young and old alike in six continents, is the most popular sport in our country
with its deep-rooted history and millions of fans. Football has crossed the boundaries of a sport
and created a global community, a massive economic &amp; social network it has been a pillar of
the digital transformation that deeply affects the whole world. In our country, which has one of the
highest technology adoption rates in the world with its young and dynamic population, sports clubs
have embraced this transformation and taken the necessary steps to be a part of this developing
digital sports ecosystem.
This digital transformation has begun to change the sports club perception by transforming football
clubs from rigid structures comprised of players, technical staff and management, to big families
where fans and all components actively participate in all processes, thanks to the technological
opportunities it offers. Also, it has provided a platform where clubs can continuously improve
themselves with the opportunities offered in financial and administrative fields. This situation has
made it ineluctable for football clubs to adopt the current digital transformation and to utilize
recently developing digital financial technologies.
As Sivasspor club, we adopt the digital technologies to further strengthen our steps aimed at
advancing our country in the fields of sports, society, and culture with our achievements and the
athletes we have trained, representing our city and country in the best way possible, and cementing
our unity and solidarity.
We are bringing together digital technologies with our great community to provide better services
to our country, our citizens, our fans, and our team by making a distinguished name for Sivasspor
and our city with technological accomplishments as well as sports triumphs.
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A Brief History of Sivasspor
With the effect of the development in Turkish football in the second half of the sixties, professional
city teams were established almost everywhere in Anatolia and they were preparing for matches in
Turkish leagues. It was in this environment that the dreams of setting up a football club in Sivas
were coming true.
In March 1967, names such as Nusret Akça, Hüseyin Yıldırım, Hüseyin Pala, Nurettin Tarıkahya,
Yalçın Özden first visited Mayor Ahmet Durakoğlu, and Governor Vefik Kitapçıgil, to explain the
situation. The governor kindly welcomed their plans and stated that this club should not only be
evaluated in terms of sports, moreover, but this attempt would also bring great activity to the
cultural, economic, and social life of the city. The members of the board were delighted to see the
governor’s positive approach.
Sivasspor was soon to be established. Preparation for establishment began immediately since
Sivasspor should be prepared for the 1967-1968 season. In the first days of May, the preparations
were almost complete.
After the colors of the team were decided, the newspapers dated 9 May 1967 began to publish the
establishment of Sivasspor. “Osman Paşa Caddesi, number 1” is rented from the municipality as the
headquarter of Sivasspor for a symbolic fee of 50 liras. The first phone number of the club was
2283.
Tough challenges were awaiting the first Board of Directors in Sivasspor&#39;s history. They were
excited to roll their sleeves up and start. Founders of the club initially thought that the team will be
taken directly to the second division. However, things did not go as planned and this task would
not be as easy as it seems. A delegation consisting of Club President Ahmet Durakoğlu, Secretarygeneral Nurettin Tarıkahya, Club Director Hüseyin Yıldırım and board members Nusret Akça, Yalçın
Özden (Merchant), and Hüseyin Pala have traveled to Ankara to convey the request to be admitted
to the second league. The application was made in Ankara. After the application, Orhan Şeref Apak,
the President of the Football Federation of that day, came to Sivas to make investigations with a
committee. The report, which was written after returning from Sivas, disappointed both the Board
of Directors and all Sivasspor fans since the report states that the request cannot be accepted due
to insufficient facilities and infrastructure of the club. The Board of Directors took action following
a brief shock. Sivasspor should have definitely played in the second division by all means possible.
The notables of the city, especially Governor Vefik Kitapçıgil, had been putting pressure on Ankara.
This pressure gained a political dimension through the involvement of the provincial organization
officials of political parties, such as Nusret Akça and Hüseyin Yıldırım, who are on the club’s board. A
meeting with Minister of Sports, Kamil Ocak took place. Sivas MP Rıfat Öçten asked for Süleyman
Demirel’s help, who was the prime minister then. This request contained an implicit threat, it was:
“Either you take Sivasspor to the second league, or you forget to get votes from Sivas.” The request
quickly made a great impact. The Football Federation was also dealing with the Şekerspor incident
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in those days. Relegated from the first league, Şekerspor won the lawsuit it filed with the
administrative court and obtained the right to play in the first league for the 1967-1968 season with
the court decision. This decision left the place reserved for Şekerspor in the second league white
group vacant. In that climate of despair, the tables had turned in favor of Sivasspor. Orhan Şeref
Apak, the chair of the federation then, could not resist Demirel&#39;s order any longer and Sivasspor
took its place among the teams in the white group of the Turkish second league in the 1967-1968
season.
Having played in this league until 2005, Sivasspor made it to the Turkcell Super League in the 20042005 season. Sivasspor finished the league in 8th place in its first two seasons. In the 2007-2008
season, it showed great success and narrowly missed the championship and finished that season 4th
behind Beşiktaş and Fenerbahçe and gained the opportunity to represent Turkey in the UEFA
Intertoto Cup.
Sivasspor played under the name Medicana Sivasspor in the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 seasons, and
Demir Grup Sivasspor in the 2017-2018 season.

Club and Fan Relationship Today
Emerging digital technologies are opening up
new areas of interaction and redefining the
relationships between football clubs and fans. With
the technological infrastructure offered by digital
transformation, fans can participate in the club
management without any intermediaries, have a
say in club management, voice their ideas about
the club and benefit from the privileges of being a
supporter.
In line with this technological vision, we, as
Sivasspor, are committing ourselves to make our
fans one of the main dynamics of our club by
eliminating the distance between our fans and our
club and offering our fans exclusive opportunities.
As Sivasspor, we are very happy to present
Sivasspor Coin, a digital asset, to our community in
accordance with this vision. Sivasspor Coin (SIVAS),
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which will be at the center of this new system that will make our
fans much more active in our club, will meet you via the Yiğidolar
Mobile Application. Sivasspor Coin holders will be able to have a
say in many decisions regarding the matches and management,
participate in special events and benefit from the privileges
offered by our club.
As Sivasspor, we are excited to unite with our fans as a part of
this transformation that will create a great change in club and fan
relations in our country and the world.

Digital Transformation and
Cryptocurrencies

The emergence of Bitcoin and various cryptocurrencies in 2009
has been one of the pillars of the digital transformation that has
taken place at the global level, affecting all domains of life. This
innovation, which eliminates intermediaries in money and value
transfer makes those transfers much faster, more affordable,
and secure, thanks to blockchain technology; It has brought a
unique socioeconomic understanding by removing the borders
not only between people but also between countries.
This technological revolution, not limited to Bitcoin; had created
a huge global ecosystem that affects every aspect of life with the
cryptocurrency and blockchain projects innovating numerous
fields such as finance, business management, education-culture,
sports, and entertainment. For this reason, cryptocurrencies are
divided into three main categories according to their usage areas:
payment tokens, security tokens, and utility tokens.
Payment Tokens
This category offers payment infrastructures, enabling users to
transfer money and value in an efficient, fast, and secure manner
with the lowest fees. The prime example of payment tokens is
Bitcoin. Bitcoin’s whitepaper, “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic
Cash System”, written by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008, is an
explanatory text on payment cryptocurrencies.
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Security Tokens
Security tokens are also known as “investment tokens”. These cryptocurrencies, which do not offer
certain services, privileges, or access rights to users, rather represent equity shares in the form of
digital assets, belonging to certain assets and companies that can be traded. This category, as
mostly distributed via ICOs, is similar to securities and is employed by companies to raise funds. It
combines the familiar and regulated aspects of securities with the speed and efficiency offered by
blockchain technology.
Utility Tokens
This type of cryptocurrency allows its holders to access a certain platform, benefit from special
advantages and services on these platforms, or participate in the decision-making mechanisms of
these platforms. Companies, centralized or decentralized applications use these tokens to easily
communicate with their communities, raise awareness about their products and provide services.
Unlike security tokens, they do not entitle any shareholding rights. Nevertheless, their prices are
subjected to change depending on the supply-demand relationships and therefore they can be
used for investment and trading purposes.
Ether (ETH), which is paid to miners in order to execute smart contracts, make transactions and use
applications on the Ethereum blockchain, exemplifies utility tokens.

Sports Clubs and Cryptocurrency Use
Sports clubs display a peculiar relationship with their fans that involves a strong sense of belonging
and a common course of action. Through using utility tokens, sports clubs can provide their fans
licensed products and tickets with special advantages, they can organize exclusive events for utility
token holders, also they could consult their utility token holder fans on a wide range of issues.
Depending on the compliance between the regulatory framework of the country of the sports club
and security tokens, the club can fragment its stocks into digital assets. Adoption of cryptocurrencies
in sports clubs would elevate club administrations to the technological infrastructure of the future
and relieve them of countless technical expenses.
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Sports Industry and Cryptocurrencies
The market cap estimations for the sports industry in 2020 reach approximately 500 billion USD.
This huge and global industry has displayed a keen interest in the cryptocurrency ecosystem, which
affects the traditional financial system as a whole. The emergence of clubs managing their relations
with their fans through cryptocurrencies and players receiving their salaries in crypto money and
even transforming their contracts into digital assets are concrete examples of this interest.
For instance, Russell Okung, from NFL team Panthers, have started to receive his salary of
approximately 13 million dollars in Bitcoin in December 2020, as a result of a 2-year legal struggle.
Similarly, Spencer Dinwiddie, playing for NBA&#39;s Brooklyn Nets, sold a $13.5 million worth
portion of his $34 million worth contract to 8 investors by tokenizing it. Football, which makes up
almost half of this sports economy, has also been a component of this transformation. Many big
teams such as Juventus, PSG, Barcelona issued their own utility tokens and offered them to their
fans, and these tokens have also become popular investment instruments of the crypto ecosystem.

Digital assets offer many advantages such as the
capability to effectively and transparently manage
player contracts and fan relations and to exceed
international borders and extend their global
outreach. Considering the size and scope of the sports
industry, we can predict that clubs that can
successfully realize their digital transformation will
achieve critical gains by expanding their sphere
of influence across their country and the world.
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Why Sivasspor Coin?
In order to benefit from the advantages offered by blockchain and cryptocurrencies as the Sivasspor
community, to represent our city and country in the best possible way across our country and the
world by enhancing our achievements in the field of sports with technological achievements, and to
include our fans in our club management and to offer them the services they deserve, we are
presenting the Sivasspor Coin (SIVAS) to our fans.
Increasing usage of cryptocurrencies areas in many industries, especially the finance and payment
sectors, large companies that are expanding their operational activities and services by adopting
cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies exhibits the success of these innovations. At the
same time, the perfectly functioning voting and decision-making mechanisms of decentralized
applications developed on the blockchain, demonstrate the benefits and sustainability of such
systems. All these indicate that our club is able to undergo a healthy digital transformation which
will produce positive outcomes.

Areas of Usage of Sivasspor Coin
Sivasspor Coin (SIVAS) is developed on the blockchain with smart contracts by Turkish engineers
in accordance with the fintech vision of our country. Sivasspor coin will provide all our fans and
citizens with privileged access to the events organized by our club, its licensed products, and numerous projects and campaigns that that will be planned in the future.
Campaigns, discounts, and opportunities developed by our project team for SIVAS users will be
shared with our supporters through the Yiğidolar Mobile application. Our registered members will
be informed about the latest developments via communication channels, such as e-mail and SMS.
Along with events, campaigns and projects, SIVAS owners will be entitled to exclusive privileges
and discounts on Sivasspor Store products and ticket sales. The advantages offered by SIVAS are
as follows:
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A. Opportunity to Participate in Club’s Decisions
Our fans will have the opportunity of voting on various subjects such as club and jersey design,
designs of the Official Store products, the music to be played at the stadium on match days, and
team bus using SIVAS on the Sivasspor Coin mobile app.
B. Advantage of Attending Special Events
Fans will be able to enjoy benefits reserved for SIVAS holders, such as watching closed training
sessions and getting the opportunity to win free match tickets.

C. Advantage of Participating in Auctions
Sivasspor fans will be able to benefit from unique opportunities and experiences by participating
in the auctions offered in the application by using the SIVAS coins they can obtain through the
Yiğidolar application. For example, auctions, in which fans who bid with the most SIVAS would gain
the right to travel with the team during away games, can be launched. Auctions can offer various
exciting experiences such as meeting with Sivasspor players.

D. Secure App Experience
The value of SIVAS will always be
equivalent to one Turkish lira. In this
way, our fans will be able to safely benefit
from all the services of the Yiğidolar
mobile application and participate in
the club management without being
affected by price fluctuations in the
market.
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Desing and Technology of Sivasspor Coin
Sivasspor Coin, will be created using Ethereum infrastructure. Ethereum is known as the
programmable blockchain and enables various business models to be built on blockchain. Being
created using ERC-20 standards proposed by Ethereum, Sivasspor Coin will be used as the native
coin of Yiğidolar app. while containing numerous features for strengthening the bonds between
the team and fans. Digital assets created using ERC-20 standards can be stored in hot and cold
wallets supporting Ethereum infrastructure.

Yiğidolar Mobile Application
Fans will utilize Sivasspor Coins in full capacity using Yiğidolar mobile app. All features of the
Sivasspor Coin explained in this whitepaper will be provided through mobile mediums, and the
mobile application will be available on all platforms for the access of users. The Mobile app will
include numerous features, such as Turkish lira deposits/withdrawals, Sivasspor Coin purchases,
inn-app service claims, voting, and many others.
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Token Economy

At the heart of the SIVAS project, is the principle
that users can get the highest benefit with the
highest efficiency. The SIVAS project will be carried
out with the plan and information provided
below.

Project Name: Sivasspor Coin
Ticker Symbol: SIVAS
Total Supply: 58,000,000.00

Initially, all Sivasspor Coins will be sold from our club’s reserves. As they are used within the
Sivasspor digital ecosystem, they will return to the reserves, and thereby, Sivasspor Coin will
continuously operate in a cyclical fashion and its areas of usage will be expanded. The stable price
will be an important basis for the progress of the project by ensuring that users can use it safely.

Technology Partner
The creation process of Sivasspor Coin and Yiğidolar mobile app will be administered by Bitexen
Teknoloji A.Ş. Since 2018, Bitexen Teknoloji A.Ş. has proved its success as a digital asset exchange
and fintech service provider and has been a white-label provider. Bitexen is a renowned leading
tech platform that serves hundreds of thousands of customers.
The management process of the Sivasspor Coin project will be administered by “Sivasspor Kulübü
Derneği” as the owner of all the digital assets to be created.

Management Company of Sivasspor Coin
The management process of the SIVAS project will be administered
by Sivasspor Kulübü Derneği as the owner of all the digital assets
to be created.

Important Information
Any information contained in this document
does not constitute investment advice. When
making digital asset investments, investors
must perform their own risk assessment.
Information in this document may change in
the future and notification of such changes are
not subject to the obligation.
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www.sivascoin.com

